March 2017

Trip Reports
Polar Star Inn Hut February 27 – March 4. Unfortunately, Guy was not able to go due to illness. Participants are sorry to say
that he missed a memorable trip.
The 10th Mountain Huts are noted for building their facilities at altitude with great views. The Polar Star Inn, 11,040’, a
privately owned hut in the system, is no exception. To call them “huts” is a great misnomer. The “huts” are massive wood,
2 or 3 story buildings, well insulated, with lots of windows to let in light and the views. They have large kitchens with a
group dining area and sleeping bunks upstairs. Although without running water, Polar Star has a gravity fed water spigot
outside so we didn’t have to melt snow for water on its wood stove.
On the drive to the Yeoman Park Trailhead we found that the last 6-miles weren’t plowed and that the Forest Road was
unplowed and covered with 8” of new snow. After some flailing around that included some shoveling of the berm from the
plowed road and a discussion with a snow plow driver we had a MIRACLE of the appearance of a 10th Mountain Huts truck.
The driver was going to our trailhead to ski into another 10th Mtn Hut. We were able to follow in his monster truck’s tracks
all the way to the trailhead. Scott was a great guy, he waited at turns in the road to make sure no one had slid off the road.
The Fulford Road route up was 4-miles along the road, sometimes snowing, followed by a 2-mile steep ascent with some
route finding required. We finally dragged into the welcome Inn.
Day trips in the area abound. There are old mining roads and trails all around. We timed it perfectly with 8-12” of new cold
snow and bluebird skies. Many of the group was able to skin up the New York ridge to be rewarded with great views and
great turns down in all the new snow. Others went up and down “The Knob”. Then there was John Steven’s memorable
descent down Bowman Gulch. Fantastic snow, great turning, significant elevation drops followed by the ascent from hell.
We learned how to face-plant trying to kick turn on switchbacks up the steep slope. It was sad to leave such great skiing.
Intermediate Cross Country skiing - Saturday February 4: A sunny but
windy morning at Sandia Peak beginning ski hill was met with
determination and laughs. We practiced doing kick turns, snowplow turns
and did some drills in preparation for future stem christie turns. We
realized the snow softens up later in the day for better controlled and
even if you have not ridden the chairlift in 20 years, success was there
once again. Pictured is Marilyn and Ruth who coordinatied the
instructions series this year.

Pagosa Bus trip: The Pagosa Springs bus trip was a wonderful conclusion to the 2017 bus trips! All but one seat was filled
for the bus trip to Pagosa Springs. The weather immediately preceding the trip, favored skiing near Wolf Creek pass, in
comparison to the lower elevations near town. Folks took up skiing at Lobo Overlook, Fall River Road, and Nordic tracks at
Wolf Creek Ski resort. Evening activity was filled with walking distance trips to hot springs, and various restaurants serving
hearty meals. Some pictures from the trip, including a space blanket snapshot, a weather day, track skiing, and change in
direction. Thank you Debbie P and Dave G for the pictures.

Tele lessons - Saturday, February 4:

Barry Ritchey and Dave Espinosa teamed up to coach and demonstrate several tips, tricks, techniques, drills to improve our
tele turns at Ski Santa Fe. Everyone did their best to live up to the adage of ‘tele till you’re smelly’, by days end everyone
had smiles and improving tele turns. Additionally, The 8 morning and 10 afternoon tele students who came to Ski Santa Fe
can attest that learning new tele drills, skills and spills does indeed work the legs.
Some students keep coming back for more and more, just can’t scare them away. These students are making definitive
progress, especially in rear ski control [see observations below]. Hip-hip, hooray! The groomed and shaved on-piste snow is
very fast, but makes for a very consistent surface to lesson on. We were so engrossed in in making better tele turns, that
we did not get any photos.

As the intermediate lesson was wrapping up – a nameless adventuresome student, bravely suggested we finish off the
intermediate lesson with a last run bump bashing. The bumps were, well, definitely rated very black!
About 7 of us enjoyed post lesson pints and calories at the Second Street Brewpub [namesake location].
Some observations from the lessons, which just reinforces what I've seen thru the years as an instructor.
1 - A ski area can be a cruel mirror to expose one's tele technique, or lack of, which is masked when meadow skipping in 6"
of low-angle powder. But a half-day of commitment at a ski area offers up a much steeper learning curve than thrashing in
the backcountry.
2 - The seemingly stupid drills, which I've been taught as a student at my instructor clinics, do indeed lead to better skiing.
The ones I hate the most are the ones I need the most. Kinda reminds of the same thing with yoga poses I hate...
3 - All newly attempted skills need to be worked on and understood on an easy slope, before attempting to apply them on
steeper slopes and/or on more difficult snow conditions. The fastest progress is made starting on easy slopes, ramping up
the difficulty until you are aware that the technique is unraveling and then backing off a bit.
3 - There is a bit of contrast between those coming into tele from the alpine vs. XC side, but there are some common
themes:
3a - Upper body in the fall line. It's so important to learn the discipline of keeping the torso, head and arms facing down the
hill.
3b - There a quite a few others to mention, but I'll close with what I feel is the key to truly understanding the Telemark
technique - It's all about getting a feel for that the heck is going on with the back/uphill/trailing ski. It's so important to keep
the rear ski weighed and edged sufficiently. I've never seen anyone have a problem of weighing the rear ski too much.
Never! One can ski quite nicely without rear ski control, but it results in what can be called [I'll only include the G-rated
names] the fake-a-mark or poodle turn.
Programs
February program: An overview of skis that have been used, and currently in use for skiing terrain that is not serviced by
lifts. Skis from just 30 years ago were long and straight with very little side cut. Wax was used for kick and glide, the boots
were short. From there the skis started to have more side cut, softer camber to put more of the ski in contact with the
snow, plus taller boots, which all worked together to make turning easier. From here equipment has specialized into very
light weight double camber skinny skis so you can go fast on the tracks. Skating skis have no metal edges, or camber, plus a
special binding, that helps bind the boot and ski together for the power strokes. Skate skiing require a groomed track 8 feet
wide with large radius turns. Telemark skis range from 3 pins and leather boots, to stiff plastic boots and beefy bindings.
The stiff boots and boots and bindings are nice to have going downhill, the tradeoff is the extra calorie burn to get up the
hill. Telemark skiing is not seeing the growth it once did. In place of AT ski skis/bindings are the growth segment of the
industry. The heel will unlock for going uphill, then lock down for going back downhill just like downhill skiers. The boots
used in AT skiing are softer than downhill boots. AT (ski, boots, bindings) is becoming lighter which has helped push the
appeal of this gear to the skiing public. Several people made presentations for this program and shared the knowledge of
the equipment they use pursuing their preferred means for squishing the snowflakes.
March program is climbing skins (efficient placement and removal), and ski pictures from members.
Board Positons
There is a volunteer for each position (except for those noted below). Per the bylaws of the club, the filling of the positons
will be voted upon at the March general meeting.
Newsletter - This position could become vacant later on, but is filled at this point in time.
Bus Trip Coordinator - This position has opened up as the coordinators need to step aside. This year’s coordinators have
done a fantastic job, and can share their insight and documentation, for organizing bus trips, to facilitate the changeover to
next year’s coordinator(s). Please give consideration to filling this role, so the club can continue hosting bus trips to
Colorado.
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Debbie & Randy in Pagosa snowstorm.

Ratings
Vertical Climb (ft)
Distance (miles)
Less than 1000
Less than 5
Less than 2000
Less than 5
Greater than 2000
Greater than 10
Unpatrolled, mountainous terrain, with the
purpose of downhill skiing. Slopes can be
greater than 25 degrees. Knowledge of use of
climbing skins, avalanche gear needed.
Steepness of slopes, skill level, and stamina can also
dictate the ski tour rating. Please see the webpage for
more information.
http://nmccskiclub.org/ski-outings/
Class
One
Two
Three
Four
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FaceBook
Mail
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Rob illustrating characteristics of AT equipment.

